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Abstract The context of prepaid mobile telephony is specific in the way that customers are not contractually linked to their operator and thus can cease their activity without notice. In order to estimate the retention efforts which can be engaged towards each individual customer, the operator must distinguish the customers presenting a strong churn risk from the other. This paper presents a data mining application leading to a churn detector. We compare Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) which have been historically applied to this problem, to Support Vectors Machines (SVM) which are particularly effective in classification and adapted to noisy data. Thus, the objective of this article is to compare the application of SVM and ANN to churn detection in prepaid cellular telephony. We show that SVM gives better results than ANN on this specific problem.



with those used to find the hyperplane but to be located frankly on one side or the other of the border. The force of the SVM is to simply face difficult problems thanks to solid mathematical bases. We have thus retained and tested both SVM and ANN on the same database. We compare in this article polynomial, linear and gaussian kernels to multi-layer perceptron using different transfer functions. We compare the models on the rate of good classification and robustness on two different sized test databases. Our work follows the classical Knowledge Discovery in Databases Process introduced in [3] and described in Fig. 1.
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1. Introduction The study of survival functions was historically introduced by [2] and [6] who worked on parametrical and non parametrical models of patients survival probabilities. [11] shown that this approach could be applied for modeling the mobile telephones customers survival functions. Our goal in this paper is to solve a detection problem: we want to separate the customers who will cease their activity in a given horizon from those who will maintain their activity. The approaches already studied in the field of telephony were techniques such as Hidden Markov Models [5], the Gaussian mixtures and bayesian networks [12], association rules [10], and neural networks [9]. [8], shown that multi-layer perceptrons obtained good results on the survival function modeling. We have experimented this last model on our problem of churn detection which is somewhat different from the previous application. However, we wanted to improve the generalization capacity of the model in order to apply it to large volume of data. The SVM approach introduced by [13] tries to separate the risky customers from the other customers by an optimal hyperplane which guarantees that the margin between the two classes is maximum. The new customers we are to detect, could thus not be too similar
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Fig. 1: The Knowledge Discovery in Database methodology. This paper begins with the description of the data we are working on and our pretreatment and transformation step. Then we present the two detection models and give results of the good classification rate on the different test bases and conclude.



2. Data Bases The databases we use in this study are composed of different types of data: ♦ invoicing data such as the amounts refilled by the clients or amounts withdrawn for the services and the options subscribed, these amounts are real numbers which values are generally in a restricted set, ♦ data relating to the uses such as the total numbers of calls, the share of the local, national or international



calls (percentage), the consumption’s peaks and average consumption (real), ♦ data relating to the telephony line such as the age (whole number limited to the date of the commercialization of prepaid offers), the current tariff plan, the number of different plans the client passed by, ♦ data relating to subscriptions and cancellation of services, ♦ other information such as age or socio-professional category of the client, the current profitability and the previous profitability, the selection of others options, etc. Given a modelization date, we build a learning base constituted by data relating to a set O of active clients (i.e. clients who have not ceased their activity). The clients are described by a fixed number of characteristics d=61 relative to them for the last 6 months. Those data are characteristics of the lines and consumption and refilling data monthly aggregated on each of the 6 months of the learning period. We add to these data a two valued indicator (+1 and 1) which show whether the clients ceased their activity during the 3 months following the modelization date (+1), or not (-1). The learning sets O are taken from a 141.000 lines database constituted, in order to keep the proportion of clients that cease their activity during the 3 months. We take several sample sizes and churner ratios as learning and testing samples those samples are detailed in the results section.



3. SVM method In this part, we present how the SVM method fits with the supervised learning theory and how we can formalize the problem of churn detection with the help of this approach. Finally, we remind of the SVM’s principles.



R(α )= ∫ 1/ 2 y − fα ( x) dP( x, y ) . Considering that the



probability P is unknown, so is R ; on the contrary, we an estimate empiric risk on the whole observations of the learning base: l



Remp (α ) = 1/(2l )∑ yi − fα ( xi ) . i =1



For a probability at least equal to 1-η, 0≤η≤1, we have the following inequality: R(α ) ≤ Remp (α ) + 1/ l (h(ln(2l / h) + 1) − ln(η / 4)) , (1) where h is the VC-dimension in name of Vapnik and Chervonenkis [13], this is the maximum of points for which the functions {fα} combine the right class. The second term of the upper limit, called confidence interval, is a monotonous increasing function on h. Thus, for small h, minimize the empiric risk is enough to minimize the risk R. So, in order to guarantee a weak value of R, we have to look for an optimum value of the VC-dimension h. It is as problem of risk minimization. The control of the risk consists in controlling the VC-dimension because the size of the observation l is generally fixed. Vapnik in [13] suggests to apply the principle of minimization of the structural risk which objective is the joint minimization of the empiric risk and of the confidence interval. Considering the hyperplanes on R d defined by {x∈ R d : x.w+b=0}, Burges in [1] shows that minimizing the VC-dimension comes down to minimize ||w||.



3.2. SVM principle If an hyperplane which split the two classes exist, the points of the hyperplane are described by the equation xi .w + b = 0 where w is the normal to the plan and |b|/ w is the distance between the hyperplane and the origin. See FIG. 2. w



3.1. Supervised learning theory Let O be a set of clients described by a fixed number of characteristics d (numerical descriptive variable). Let S be a subset of O, the test set is made up of a set of l couples ( xi , yi )1≤ i ≤ l where xi is a point of R d which represents the clients’ characteristics and yi= ±1 represents the xi client’s class (risky client (+1) or non risky client (-1)). Considering the O-S clients’ characteristics, the learning set, we try to estimate if a client of S is risky or not, or an estimation of the function in which every xi is linked with an yi in order to apply it to a new client. So, we are looking for the function that realize the best approximation of the wanted answer among a group of functions {fα} with values in {-1,+1}. The ( xi , yi )1≤i ≤l , supposed to be



independent and identically distributed, are from an unknown probability P(x,y). The selected criterion is the minimization of the risk R defined by:



b/||w||



FIG. 2 – Linearly separable case.



Let d+ (resp. d-) be the minimum distance between the hyperplane and the class of xi so that yi=+1 (resp. yi =-1). The optimal hyperplane is the one that maximize d++d=(1-b)/||w||-(-1-b)/||w||=2/||w||. This is rendering by the existence of a couple ( w, b ) ∈ Rd × R such as: xi.w+b=0, for the points of the hyperplane, with yi (xi.w+b)-1 ≥ 0 , with i=1,…,l. (2) So, the optimal hyperplane is determined minimizing J(w)=||w||2/2 under the constraints (2). Support vectors are points such as yi (xl.w + b)-1=0. It is a question of



finding the constants w and b that confirm (2) which minimize J(w). This system is simply resolved [7], and shows that in order to estimate the class of an other client x, we calculate:



that we obtained the best good classification rate with a 0.3 radius. Rate of Good Classification



l



f ( x) = sign(( x.w0 ) + b 0 ) = sign(∑ α i0 yi ( xi .x) + b0 ) = sign(∑ α y ( xi .x) + b ) 0 i i



0,73 0,72 0,71 0,7 0,69 0,68 0,67 0,66 0,65 0,64



(3)
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where VS is the set of the support vectors. To generalize this method in case of the function of decision is not linear, we have to plunge the entry vectors in an other space large enough using a function Φ : R d → H , so can exist a kernel function K: K : Rd x Rd → R (x,x’) → Φ(x). Φ(x’). It is enough looking for the optimal hyperplane in the space H by the previous method : the couple ( xi , yi )1≤ i ≤ l is switched by



( Φ( xi ), yi )1≤i ≤l ,



repeating the previous



formulas, and using the scalar product of H instead of the scalar product of R d . Finally, to estimate the class of a client x, calculate the following function is enough : f ( x) = sign(∑α i0 yi K ( xi , x) + b0 ) . However, it does not
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We then wanted to measure the impact of the learning base size, and we applied the gaussian kernel (radius 0.3) on 10 different learning sets made scaling from 1 000 to 10 000 lines. We notice that after 6 000 lines there is no increase in the good classification rate. Rate of Good Classification 0,68 0,68



exist any method to choice Φ, nor to choice the kernel K. The main kernels used in the applications are: the polynomial of degree p (K(x,y)=((x.y)+1)p), and the 2
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FIG. 4. Performance of gaussian kernels
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So, we will apply this approach to detect the churn of clients, comparing the different kernels.
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3.3. SVM Results



FIG. 5. Impact of the learning size



Our first goal is to compare the results of the polynomial kernels, we train 6 different polynomials kernels detectors from first to sixth degree. We compare the detectors by the rate of good classification on the test base constituted of 20 percents of churners. We notice in FIG. 3 that fourth level polynoms give better results. Rate of Good Classification



With the 6 000 lines learning set we wanted to measure the impact of the ratio of churners in the learning set on the good classification rate, so we built 5 different 6 000 lines sets made of respectively 17, 33, 50, 67 and 83% of churners. We learnt models on this five learning sets and measured their good classification rates on 2 test bases made of 6 000 and 60 000 lines. Rate of Good Classification
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FIG. 3. Performance of polynomial kernels We then compare several gaussian kernels, we tested the radius values from 0.1 to 0.5 and notice in FIG. 4.
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FIG. 6. Impact of the churner rate in the learning base The immediate conclusion of Fig. 6 is that we obtain the best model with 50% of churners in the learning base. As a conclusion to the SVM results we obtain the best



results with a 6000 lines learning base constituted of 50 percents of churners.



4. Neural Networks We apply in this part a classical multilayer perceptron. on the same learning and test bases. After having compared it to the Levenberg-Marquadt and standard backpropagation the learning method we retain is the conjugate gradient. The structure of the perceptron is one hidden layer, we increase the number of neurons of this layer until there is a stabilization in the results. The best rate of good classification we obtain is 69,6 percents on the 6000 lines test base. TAB 1 shows the rate of good classifications of the classifiers applied on the data of tests:



linear gaussian polynomial ANN



6000 68,6% 68,5% 69,8% 69,60%



60000 69,5% 69,2% 69,8% 67,20%



TAB 1 – results of the classifiers



We see that on the test base with 6 000 lines the polynomial kernel gives results comparable to the ones obtained by the neural network. The rate of good prediction of the neural network and the svm-based detectors are not significantly different on the 6.000 lines test base. The test on 60 000 lines test base shows that the results of the SVM are better when the base has a volume significantly higher to the learning base, which a property that we are looking for. The rate of prediction of the neural network is out of the confidence interval at 95% of the polynomial kernel. Thus the result of the polynomial kernel based SVM detector is significantly better than those obtained with the neural network.



5. Conclusion and prospects We have shown in this article that support vectors machines can be applied to customer classification in prepaid mobile telephony. We have obtained with SVM significantly better results than with the approach of the multilayer neural networks. An other interest is the selection of support vectors which determines the optimal hyperplane. The clients used for during the research of the hyperplane are no longer useful and only the support vectors are used to classify a new client. That is why this method is rapid. These first results are highly promising, and our research will go in the way to integrate data with more information. SVM usually provide good results in a context of classification of data composed of few lines and lots of columns. When applied on our data, SVM techniques gives good results with a small learning base. Thanks to its quick application and robustness we could face noisy data and refresh frequently the results which enables us to quickly adapt to the market evolution. The



presented detector is not specifically dedicated to temporal data, the temporal information contained in the data is not fully exploited. Our prospects are to include this classifier to an integrated system dedicated Customer Relationship Management. Our work will also be oriented to the amelioration of the data preparation and the construction of more temporal behavior indicators.
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